Black Week Draws Mixed Reactions
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PERFORMING DURING A break in the Black Student Union’s fashion show, The Ebony Sensations from the Tri Cities played to a capacity crowd Wednesday of Black Week.

Frat House Goes Up in Smoke
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FIREMEN LEAVE THE remains of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity after putting out the fire that swept through the house last week, destroying nearly everything. Fraternity members plan to rebuild the existing structure, rather than starting over, and expect to re-open next fall.

Also on the inside.

Peace Week Action Continues
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A.S. Elections Today

page 3-4

Paper Award Winner

The Easterner has been rated among the top three four-year college newspapers in the state. Sigma Delta Chi, the professional journalism society, made the awards at their recent annual awards banquet in Seattle.

Western Washington State College’s The Western Front took first in the competition, and the Campus Crier at Central Washington was awarded second. The Easterner was third. Last year’s first place newspaper, the University of Washington Daily, did not place among the award winners this year.

To be eligible for an award, newspapers must submit in February one copy each of three consecutive issues printed in the previous calendar year plus a $3 entry fee.

The issues submitted by The Easterner were November 4-18.
Letters to the Editor

Apathy Exposed

Editor:
I pose to all students of W. V. C. these questions. What are you here for? What do you intend to derive from your education? Lack of apathy is the keynote of this week, a program organized to give all students an awareness of Black culture and the "Black Struggle." One hundred, majority of Eastern students exhibited the apathy characteristic of this culture.

We come here to learn, but far too many view learning as merely a classroom experience. Alas, another opportunity to learn, a great lesson is ignored. It seems that a majority of people look upon the problems of Blacks as separate from their own. They see the problem of Blacks, but they do not see the problem of all men.

We’ve got to live together.

Candy Bording

Worth It

Editor:
No doubt that all of you, as I have, have heard, read, or talked about the horrors in Mississippi and student protests against the Vietnam War. But perhaps the various realities of the situation are not all that well known.

The middle class American now realizes that confrontation can be used as an effective tool for change. The tactics they have developed that student, intellectual, black, chicanos and all other minorities and agitators for using are now being adopted and molded to their own purpose.

At this moment President Nixon could not be happier, for as long as the black students and minority groups polarized against the bodes of middle Americans, they could continue to perpetuate the atrocities of war and racism here and elsewhere.

Beware, Dick, someday we will all meet on a common goal and you will be in the headlines of unemployment.

Allan W. Sheridan

EXPLOSION MANAGER

FUNDING IN DOUBT

Athletic financing will be spotlighted in today's Associated Student elections. The outcome will help determine the future of varsity sports at Eastern.

Included on the ballot will be questions aimed at eliciting student opinion on the type of athletic program they are willing to support— and that they are willing to sacrifice to get it.

The athletic department presently gets more than one-fourth of the money available for student-sponsored programs. Athletic Director Robert Anderson says more is needed to remain competitive in the major sports, and even some cutbacks will probably be necessary in the minor sports area.

The problem lies in where to get the money. If the students want to increase the athletic department's budget, they must make it from somewhere. To raise the amount Anderson says is needed, several areas must be cut back, or a few eliminated entirely.

Some thought should be given to the problem as a whole before any decision is made on each ballot. Too often most electorates or vested interests in the college become in flammable of the money involved.

The basic question to be determined is: What is the most constructive way to allocate money for a broad array of student-funded programs and activities, or a single athletic department?

While the answers given to the questions on today’s ballot are not intended to be the final word, they are not intended to absolutely settle the questions raised, they will play an important part in determining budgets for next year.

Letters to the Editor

CSN & Y Great Live

Writers:
by Larry Snider; Contributing Writer

I was one of the many who never got up off my butt to see Crosby, Stills, Nash, & Young in concert. It won't be the last grave mistake I'll ever make.

Who knows, CSN & Y may never tour again, but the four-way street of talents in this super-group now comes in a welcomed two-album set.

Neil Young's plaintive balladizing in "Don't Let It Bring You Down" and his harsh statement in "Cowgirl In The Sand" are as intense and in an album like this, taking one artist as a favorite to like choosing one of your four grandparents to love it's easy to do but not healthy.

It isn't merely four individual talents but it is actually a super-group that for alone has its heads together. Even Stills & Young have a musical and comedic rapport within the album. Their old Buffalo Springfield conflicts are in the past. At least it feels good to think so.

Young's reflection, Crosby's reflections of life and love, and Nash's romaticism are all so fine playing with each other just on a lyrical scale.

Then the music of it all. Two accordion, two electric; it's so easy to take off on.

So many songs, holding for each other, expressing the simple things like people like you and I expressing this emotion in the form of applause and good vibes on the record.

But I still kick myself for not seeing it live!
John Allen

I am primarily responsible for the implementation of the magic bus. I pushed the outdoor recreation equipment purchase through the student legislature with the realization that all budgets are being cut to some degree. I would like to see a survey of bookstore operations by the business department. I agree with the proposal to make a park of the area between Patterson Hall and the Library, as determined by the Board of Trustees 10 years ago. I am not afraid to debate any issue in student government. I cannot afford a $700 campaign, but I can run our quarter million dollar student government. I've been working with it for 3.5 years. I ask for your support.

Oliver Haines

As vice-president of Columbia Basin College, I have been confronted with the awesome problem of the lack of involvement on the part of the student government, resulting in a disinterested student body. As president of College Life, I have learned how to motivate disinterested people; thus motivation begins with myself being enthusiastic in any endeavor in which I participate. In order for you to participate, you must be informed; thus I have established an information network of my own, consisting of a chairman for each living group who in turn has selected enthusiastic students to communicate your individual problems, ideas, and goals back to me.

Jim DeWalt

In order to have our voices heard, we must have a co-operative and effective body of officers. People who will not only initiate action, but who are willing to listen. Student government is subjected more and more to criticism. In order to have a voice in matters that pertain directly to us, I feel we need people who are truly concerned.

If you feel the way I do, that A.S. in the past has not accomplished what it should and if you are concerned; VOTE.

Bruce Ellis

I pledge to use the office of Vice President to return all dorm vending machine income to the dorms and recognize the dorm courts under the new Student Conduct Code. The liquor policy on campus should be no more restrictive than state law. Those of age should be allowed alcohol in the privacy of their rooms. A tavern should be allowed on campus. Student faculty functions should serve liquor for those of legal age. This college should investigate the question of lowering the drinking age to 18 as suggested by Governor Evans. The old Harbor should be used for a PUB on campus. Income from it could replace $30,000 a year the bookstore pays the Union Building. That could cut our book costs by $30,000.

I ask for your support to continue getting things done.

O. Eldon Bogart

If you stop and think for a moment, Eastern hasn't really had any big name talent since last spring when the Cowills were here. I would definitely like to see something done about this.

One of the most discussed problems concerned with big name talent is that Eastern hasn't the facilities to hold the large audiences attracted by such entertainment. I can remember in 1968 when the Harper's Bizarre put a fantastic show on in the Field House. And although the surroundings aren't so luxurious the Field House has been some good talent in the past and it can work for the future. So when you go to the polls today, REMEMBER: BOGIE WILL GIVE YOU MORE FOR YOUR BREAD!

Herb Jones

I haven't spent a lot of time campaigning; nor have I spent a lot of money on signs, posters, ads and gimmicks. I have no platform of vague terms and wild promises. Like many students I believe that, "The proof is in the performance." The best way to COMMUNICATE is to do something that speaks for itself. Don't TELL what you can do. SHOW what you're doing. I've had a full year's experience in bringing you improved programs. Now I'd like to use that experience to bring you the best possible. Let's work together to better activities, rather than start all over to build programs.
Candidates Vie For Executive Positions

**Secretary**

Cathy Logan

I'm running for A.S. Secretary for the same reason I ran for A.S. Council last spring—to get involved!

I spent my first two years at Eastern griping about what A.S. was doing. If you want a job done right, sometimes you have to do it yourself.

That's what I plan to do. I've had experience as a secretary before but more important, I've been actively involved in student government here at Eastern.

I'm running for A.S. Secretary to get the job done—because I want to get it done right.

**Treasurer**

Mark Lobdell

In the last issue of the paper I outlined the duties of the A.S. Treasurer as I see it and as a year of experience has taught me.

I told you why I am running again and that I feel I can do a better job this coming year because I won't have to re-learn the system. I won't further belabor you with my qualifications and future plans, but I would like to urge each one of you to make a special effort to get out to vote.

We had 1,300 students vote in the primary election; let's have at least 2,500 vote in the general election. Remember—it's your student government and your money, so vote accordingly.

**BLACK WEEK**

**Speakers Say Blacks Not Ready For Future**

The Black Student Union's third annual Black Culture Week presented speakers in the attempt to educate the campus to the position, philosophies, and ideologies of the Black community. BSU Chairman Al Stalworth said he viewed the week as a success.

The week saw three women speak on the position Black women play in American society. Mrs. Sarah Fabio, an Afro-American studies teacher at the University of California at Berkeley, said no one has had a lower role to play than black women.

She said when white women first tried to liberate themselves beginning in 1848, black women also participated. She said white women have the privileges of liberation but not the responsibilities. While women still got more while black women got less, she said.

Tonya Barham, lecturer, teacher, and author, stressed preparedness, saying that, to meet the future and change what needs changing, it is crucial for oppressed peoples to be prepared.

She said that blacks are recognizing that the future belongs to the competent, the prepared and those with clear purpose.

In her talk on "The Black American Woman," she concentrated on the pattern of black women's workshops on the nation's campuses. She said they are separate from white women's liberation groups because while black women realize they have problems common with white women, "white women cannot be exemped from racism and imperialism.

Also speaking on black women in America was Renedetta Jones, a counselor for minority students at Central Washington State College, saying black women have been the most influential in shaping the development of the black community.

---

**Black Week Disappointing**

Dr. Nathan Hare, former San Francisco State College teacher, said education and religion are important to the black revolution.

"The function of education is to prepare people to play a significant role in society, so one is little surprised to find that education for blacks is an education of oppression," he said.

"They teach them to adjust to a society that already is maladjusted and calls itself racist," Hare said citing the Kerner Commission report on racism in America.

Nat Jackson, from the Office of Economic Opportunity in Olympia, said "The days for riots and demonstrations are out. Black's must seek to control more of America's economy."

Neo-colonialism was defined by Sudeshan Loyaka, an Indian student at the University of Washington, as "a condition in which the subject state has all the outward trappings of independence, but its economics and policies are controlled from outside the country."

Mark Lobdell, Associated Student treasurer, said Black Week cost "the entire amount" budgeted to the BSU by the A.S. Lobdell's records showed that the speakers cost $6,600 and the entertainment cost $6,000.

Revenue taken from the entertainment, 75% of which goes back to the A.S., will be used to organize and plan next year's Black Week.

---

**PORSCH- AUDI**

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Valle Porsche-Audi

Exclusive Inland Empire Dealer

AT Valley Volkswagen

81000 Sprague WA 49900

---

**NEW CHALLENGE**

**JOHN ALLEN - A.S. PRESIDENT**
Final Vote Today

Students return to the polls today to select next year’s student body officers, after eliminating all but two for each office in last week’s primary elections.

Out of approximately 6,000 students, 1,881 turned out for the primary election.

In the contest for Associated Student President, Oliver Haines topped the list receiving 742, or 49.2 per cent of the vote. John Allen came in second with 601, or 39.61 per cent. Haines and Allen will vie for the office in the final election today.

Jim DeWalt and Bruce Ellis, with 56.1 per cent and 22.18 per cent of the vote respectively, will be in the runoff for A.S. Vice President.

Mark Lobell was unopposed in the primary and will also hold the only final ballot spot for A.S. Treasurer.

SLOTS for executive coordinator of activities will be held by Herb Jones, who received 43 per cent in the primary, and Edson Burtog, who received 18.56 per cent.

In addition to election of student body officers, students will be asked to respond to several questions designed to elicit student opinion.

Among those will be questions concerning the future funding of student programs, especially athletics.

Debate Is Misunderstood

Signs advertising a debate between Associated Student Presidential candidates John Allen and Oliver Haines appeared around campus Monday, but due to an apparent misunderstanding, there was no debate.

When the results of the primary elections last week showed Allen to be 141 votes behind Haines, Allen issued a challenge for a debate. Haines said he declined.

Allen, who said a challenge is an invitation and must be accepted or forfeited, prepared and distributed the posters anyway. Allen showed up Monday for the debate. Haines did not.

"The general consensus around campus seems to be that Oliver didn’t show up because he was scared," said Jim Henderson, campaign staff member for Haines. "But he never accepted Allen’s debate challenge. He won big in the primary and he didn’t need the debate."

CLASS HOURS TO CHANGE

At the unanimous request of department chairman, class hours will be changed from 40 minutes to the hour to on the hour announced.

Campus times, Dr. Phillips Marshall, dean of academic affairs, has announced.

The department chairmen complained of "inefficient use of the 7:40 and 2:40 class times," Dr. Marshall said. They felt hourly class times, beginning at 8 a.m.

"On campus students were in favor of the change," he said. "Off campus students were split about 50-50, although no one objected strongly."

Debates are also being scheduled.

CHENEY DEPT. STORE
415 1st Street
Quality
PANTY HOSE
69c

CHENEY AUTO PARTS
Home Owned and Operated

A COMPARISON

JOHN ALLEN

Compare the Facts about John Allen to what you know about his opponent —

John Allen

Experience:
1. John is a present A.S. Legislator.
2. In 1970 John was Eastern's representative to the Associated Student Government convention, Atlanta, Georgia.
3. John was the 1967 Freshman Class President.

Accomplishments:
1. John's efforts as a legislator made the MAGIC BUS possible.
2. As a legislator John has sponsored legislation for:
   A. The Day-Care Center
   B. Outdoor camping equipment
   C. Typewriters for student us in the library

Proposals:
1. John is in favor of allowing coaches to serve as budget heads for their own budget.
2. John is in favor of, and has always voted for, National Travel
3. John is in favor of plans for a park between Twanker and The Pub, and has been since 1969, when the park was proposed to the Board of Trustees in January. This is not a new issue.

Oliver Haines

Experience:

Accomplishments:

Proposals:

A.S. PRESIDENT
Of President Richard Nixon's state of world address to Congress, delivered February 25. The three part report was prepared for release to college newspapers by the Washington Campus News Service, an administration-supported agency for the student press.

WASHINGTON (WCNS)—What is the "absolute point below which our security forces must never be allowed to go?" What mix of land, sea and air power and strategic defenses is "necessary to protect our vital interests?"

These two questions formed the bases for President Nixon's analysis of "securing national interests" in his state of world address of February 25.

Addressing himself to strategic policy and forces based upon the nation's arsenal of nuclear weapons, the President noted that by the end of 1970, the Soviet Union had "moved forward vigorously to develop powerful and sophisticated strategic forces which approached, and in some categories exceeded, ours in numbers and capability." For example, he said, the United States by December last year had 1,054 intercontinental ballistic missiles to the USSR's 1,440. The ratio of Polaris-type missile systems was 466 for the U.S. and 350 for the USSR.

This realignment means that "the United States and the Soviet Union have now reached a point where small numerical advantages in strategic forces have little military relevance." From now on, the President continued, the U.S. must maintain at least a "sufficient" strategic force "to prevent us and our allies from being coerced." Continuing development of ICBMs, bombers and Polaris-type missiles, he maintained, would require the existence of a flexible stance toward the USSR.

Black Week Disappointing

(Continued from Page 4)

Hatfield Over Nixon

Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon out-poll Oregon out-polled President Richard Nixon for the Republican presidential nomination in an informal poll held at Eastern last week to demonstrate the Votomatic Election System. Vice-President Spiro Agnew received nine votes, placing him second from the bottom of the Republican line-up with 7.2 per cent.

The sample ballot was offered to both parties, thus minimizing the indicator of party preferences. The sample ballot was offered to students voting as an introduction to the ROTC Corps of Cadets and SPONSOR CORPS.

ALL COLLEGE MIXER

Fri., April 23 PUB 9-12

$1.00 A Head

MUSIC BY THE APPLEJACK

23 APRIL, 1971

9:00 P.M.-1:00 A.M.

RIDPATH

EMPIRE BALL ROOM
Peacel Week Backs Termination of War

Despite President Nixon's assurances that the war in Indocina is being brought to a swift close, some Eastern students and others throughout the area are determined to act to speed up termination of that war.

Acting in concert with groups throughout the country Eastern's Student Mobilization Committee is sponsoring an Anti-War Fair as part of National Peace Action Week, April 17-24.

![Image of a page from a newspaper article.](https://example.com/image1)

**Jrn Workshop On Environment For Summer**

A workshop in depth reporting concerning environmental problems in Spokane will be held this summer by Eastern's journalism department for interested journalism students, said Patrick McManus, associate professor of English.

A 12-credit course, Journalism 497 will meet five days a week, eight hours a day from June 23 to July 12 at the Spokane Journalism Center tentatively located in the Great Western Building.

**March Of Dimes Gives Scholarship**

The Spokane County Chapter, National Foundation-March of Dimes is offering health career scholarships for the school year 1971-72, said Stewart Patty, chapter chairman.

Scholarships to be granted will range from $100 to $500 each. Seniors in high school may apply for a scholarship in health educational, occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech pathology or audiology. Seniors in college may apply for scholarships in medicine and social work.

A selection committee of professional people from health fields will review applications and award the scholarships on the basis of scholastic achievement, personal qualifications, professional promise and financial need.

Five Spokane county students are now attending college using $500 and $250 Spokane County March of Dimes Scholarships.

**News from Other Departments**

**March Of Dimes Scholarships.** Despite President Nixon's promise and financial need, the March of Dimes Scholarships were not as large as some in the past, marchers were satisfied and turned out for the Spokane march.

The support is there from all the local S.M.C. members say the hope their Anti-War Fair will attract new support here on campus and strengthen their effort on the continent.

The Fair, according to the sponsors, will move on Saturday from the Cheney campus to San Francisco where a massive peace demonstration, complete with Hollywood entertainers, is scheduled to take place.

The S.M.C. is making arrangements now for faculty and student participation in the San Francisco march and they will arrange transportation and financial help for anyone wishing to attend. The S.M.C. office is located on the first floor of Monroe Hall.

**BUDGET CLEANING**

(You Press)

4 Pounds $1.00

SUGGESTION:

Leave your school clothes to be cleaned during spring break and pick them up when you return.

**Maddux Dry Cleaners**

409 First (Next Door to Goofy's)

The Chaplain of Bourbon Street
Bob Harrington

For Summer Night

**Food Co-op Gives Bargains**

Food costs of 20 per cent less than current retail prices are being forecast for an organic food co-operative store scheduled to open in Spokane within 60 days.

Dale Robertson, an Eastern student helping organize it, said the store would offer "pure and wholesome nutritious food" at a mark-up of 10 to 15 per cent, compared to what Robertson said was a 30 to 30 per cent mark-up at supermarkets and other health food stores.

"The concerned people of the Spokane area who are members of lower income groups such as students, minorities and the elderly," Robertson said, "are uniting this spring in the hope of gaining a step towards liberation from the oppressive profit motivated system."

An initial pledge of $10 plus monthly dues of one dollar will entitle consumers to buy at the reduced prices, Robertson said, but non-members can shop in the store as well.

The store will specialize in organic foods which have neither been sprayed with herbicides or pesticides such as DDT nor grown on land which has been sprayed, he said.

"In essence," he said, "they are the same foods which our grandparents grew up on. They are better for you and they just plain taste better."

**FOR SUMMER NIGHT**

**THE WELGROOMED MAN COMES TO DON'S BARBER for His HAIRCUTS**

On 1st Ave. In Cheney

"America's Most Unusual Preacher"
An unbelievable amount of help and assistance has highlighted the days following last Wednesday's devastating fire that virtually destroyed the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity housed in the Cheney Hall.

Bob Thorson, a member from Richland, Wash., said the Red Cross donated for each of the 35 residents, $17 for clothing through Mensman's Clothing in Cheney, $30 for bedding, and $4 for personal items. "They have helped the most," he said.

Thorson said Louise Anderson Hall and Pence Union Building have been conducting donation drives since the other. A clothing drop has been established in the Dean of Students office in Shoemaker.

Mrs. Jerry White and the Cheney Community Action Council "picked up the tab for our books and stuff," Thorson said. "Most of us are getting back on our feet."

The members have been taken in by various fraternities or on campus; Theta Chi Upsilon, located across the street from Lambda Chi Alpha, came to their rescue the night of the fire with clothing "to replace our pj's," said Thorson. One member ended up staying there and some moved to Pi Kappa Alpha. "Some have taken apartments in Cheney and others moved to Spokane."

Cheney Fire Chief Maynard Hawkins said Monday that no definite cause had been pinpointed yet. He said the building had been burned so badly that "it is very difficult to label a cause.

Hawkins did say definitely that there was no electrical failure involved. He also said arson always has to be considered and that it had not been ruled out.

Saturday will be a day for decisions when Lambda Chi Alpha's housing board meets to determine the future of the fraternity. Also represented will be the insurance company insuring the $100,000 building.

Thorson said they are optimistic that they will reopen next fall, probably in the same location. He said "we always has to be considered and that has not been ruled out."

Insurance coverage for personal items in two cases was nonexistent. One victim's loss was valued at more than $5,000. The other could not guess at an insurance coverage.

Students enrolling in the Depth Reporting Workshop (Jrn. 497) at Eastern's new Journalism Center in Spokane this summer will work eight hours a day for a month as investigative reporters.

One of the goals of the workshop will be to compile a comprehensive report on environmental conditions in and around Spokane, said Patrick F. McManus, director of the workshop.

"Students will interview conservationists, scientists, wildlife biologists, U. S. Forest Service officers, government officials, industrialists—in brief, anyone who can contribute information on the subject," McManus said.

Depth Reporting To Be Eyed

Students enrolling in the Depth Reporting Workshop (Jrn. 497) at Eastern's new Journalism Center in Spokane this summer will work eight hours a day for a month as investigative reporters.

One of the goals of the workshop will be to compile a comprehensive report on environmental conditions in and around Spokane, said Patrick F. McManus, director of the workshop.

"Students will interview conservationists, scientists, wildlife biologists, U. S. Forest Service officers, government officials, industrialists—in brief, anyone who can contribute information on the subject," McManus said.

Members of the workshop will work together as a team in analyzing their research and deciding the most effective means of communicating the information to the public. They will prepare stories and photo essays and also script a half-hour television film.

"The reports will be kept at the Journalism Center and be made available to the local news media and any governmental or private agencies that might wish to use them," McManus said.

The workshop offers 12 credits for the month's work. Students enrolling in it will not be able to take other Summer courses while it is in session.

McManus said students wishing more information about the workshop should see him in Patterson Hall 214.
Many people think students, especially college students, are all bad and have little concept of ethics or honesty. Wait Zabel, director of student activities, said his belief in the college student was strengthened last week when he received a $10 bill in the mail, with the following note:

"Some time ago I was overcharged at the candy counter. Mistakenly, I received $10 more in change than I should have. I later discovered the mistake and so now I'm refunding to you the amount.

The note was unsigned, but Zabel praised the honesty of this anonymous person all the same. "Ten dollars won't make us or break us. It's still nice to know that honest people are still around."

The conference held Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the Spokane Public School on the reservation, Ross said.

Afternoons will be kept open for nature walks, and make good use of the miles of beach along the Irish coastline, the scenes with forgotten. This should get out to the beyond belief. Filmed entirely on location, "Ryan's Daughter" is Robert Bolt's first original screenplay of the film—cinerographer Freddie Young, Music writer John Barry and screenwriter Robert Bolt (Miss Miles' husband). Young's cinematography is beyond belief. Filmed entirely on the Irish coastline, the scenes with the waves beating against the cliffs in a storm sequence coupled with the superb sound recording provide a natural orchestration that no symphony could even hope to match. 

Sean Connery's beautiful music score unfortunately falls miserably in matching the films mood's many places. And after adapting the screenplay for "Lawrence," "Zhivago," and "A Man for All Seasons," the fact that "Ryan's Daughter" is Robert Bolt's first original screenplay is quite a letdown in its changing, for what he was as the greatest love triangle since "Gone With The Wind" virtually comes to a halt after intermission as the plot switches to the Germans sneaking ammunition to the Irish underground during a fierce storm.

Leo has sparked the haunting romance between Jones and Miss Miles with one of the greatest love scenes ever filmed, but dialogue between the two is virtually nonexistent, leaving many questions unanswered to the real meaning of the romance. The story does, however, all tie together.

Despite this, the film has doubled its three-hour length and found the audience's attention throughout.

But overall, the film is a true masterpiece of cinema, one that, like "Zhivago," will never be forgotten.
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NATIONAL RECORD HOLDER and all-American for international skeet, John Satterwhite, is pictured as he prepares himself for shooting at the International Skeet meet in Germany. Satterwhite is enrolled at Eastern and is attempting to set up a skeet range on campus.

Skeet Range Pondered For New Intramural Program

In a year when champions at Eastern have been few, the college has recently been blessed with the enrollment of the national record holder for international skeet.

John Satterwhite, a student from Farchild AFB, is a recreation and parks administration major and currently is involved in a directed study program for the recreation department. He is studying the feasibility of installing a skeet range on campus.

Satterwhite has been selected three times to “Sports Afield” magazine’s All-American team. He hopes that if a enough interest is shown in skeet the students will have a new course to shoot in. “One of the advantages of skeet shooting,” says Satterwhite, “is the fact that you need not be on any particular status or ability in order to excel. Determination and practice play the major role in developing skill on moving targets.”

Students interested in learning more about the skeet shooting program can contact the focus office and give your name, number and address.

Distance Runners Top NAIA

by Jeff Jordan

Eastern’s track team continued to display the steady improvement hoped for by their coach Arnie Pelluer last Saturday, but more importantly was the release from the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics which showed three Savages rated among the best in the country.

Joe Ross, senior from Spokane, has the best six mile time in the nation at 29:50, while running mate Barry Johns rated third with 30:29 clocking for the six mile. John’s 9:22.1 in the 3,000 meter steeplechase event was also third best among NAIA colleges.

Bob Maplestone found himself among the nation’s elite in the three mile and mile events. Maplestone’s three mile time of 13:48.8 is the second best clocking recorded thus far in the NAIA, while his 4:09.9 mile time last weekend against Central rated fifth.

Saturday finds Eastern at Country Homes with three way meet with Whitworth and Idaho. Decent weather could bring the best performances of the year said Pelluer.

A cold drizzle kept students away from Woodward Stadium Saturday in the dual with Central but the few who braved the inclimate conditions were treated to some excellent competition.

Mike Johnson tied a school record (1:54.8) in his second place effort in the 880. Pelluer described Johnson’s performance as “a real effort on the part of Mike.”

Mike Johnson tied a school record (1:54.8) in his second place effort in the 880. Pelluer described Johnson’s performance as “a real effort on the part of Mike." Pelluer continued, “by beating the people that have great credentials.”

Eastern returns home Friday, May 7, for the first annual Eastern Invitational.

Netters Meet Western Sat.

Eastern’s tennis team will host Evergreen conference rival Western Washington Saturday at 10:00 a.m. Net coach Jack McBride stated it would be an important match for the squad who won their first two matches of the season with victories over Spokane Falls C.C. and Columbia Basin C.C. last week.

Monday (April 26) Eastern will meet Central Washington at Cheney (2:00 p.m.) and Tuesday they will travel to the University of Idaho.

Spring Tune-Up Time

Let the experts at Al’s Chevron tune up your car with their Atlas Dynavision equipment.

Also Available now at Al’s Chevron is the all new “70” series Atlas Goldenaire Radial ply tire.

Al’s Chevron
Call 235-6115

SHOULD VARSITY ATHLETICS END AT EASTERN???

OLIVER HAINS and JIM DEWALT
don’t think so

NEITHER DO WE . . .

SPONSORED by ATHLETES for HAINES, DEWALT
The credit requirement for graduation from Eastern should be reduced from...